Temperature checks at the Business Days 2020 conference
In this period of uncertainty Novosec Security Kft. also takes care of preserving
the health and safety of the participants of the Business Days 2020 conference.
Our entrance management system features body temperature measurement
cameras, which ensure very accurate body temperature measurement (+/0.3°C) even if large numbers of people are present – thanks to the artificial
intelligence based algorithm already from a distance of 3 metres. This is one of
the most effective solutions for fast and reliable contactless temperature
taking.
The following demonstration video introduces the whole process:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJy2869i_K8
The service isn’t only suitable for conferences, as it can also be used at any
company, retail outlet or factory. Our smart solutions also include visitor
counting, heat mapping and DSS systems.
If you would like to learn more about Novesec Security Kft.’s services, our
colleagues will be happy to fill you in on the details at the conference.

Safe-Gate: a pandemic protection gate at the Business Days conference
By using the Safe-Gate pandemic protection disinfection gate, 75-80 percent of known
viruses and bacteria on the clothing or the skin can be eliminated in just 5 seconds. The
gate combines several prevention tools: with its contactless hand sanitiser, body
temperature check, high-pressure vaporizer and special disinfectant use it plays a crucial
role in the prevention of contaminations, making pandemic protection very efficient. What
is more, the organic and ecological disinfectant – developed by Hungarian experts – used
at the gate is skin-friendly, it does no harm to one’s clothes, makeup, hairdo or the
environment.
Safe-Gate Kft. is the exclusive distributor of the pandemic protection disinfection gate, which
can be vital in preventing the spreading of any dangerous virus (e.g. influenza) or bacteria –
including COVID-19 – and contributes to keeping the everyday lives of people liveable.
Currently Safe-Gate is the only pandemic-protection equipment in the Hungarian market
that utilises the cutting-edge vaporization technology for the safe disinfection of the whole
body, clothing, luggage, electronic devices (mobile phones) and pets, and at the same time
also provides contactless body temperature check and hand disinfection by applying
Ecowian’s highly effective organic disinfectant to various surfaces.
Ecowian developed the disinfectant 7 years ago and it is used in many different fields, e.g.
disinfecting drinking water, in the food industry, livestock farming, healthcare. Hypochlorous
acid is the active ingredient in the organic and ecological disinfectant used at the gate, which
can also be found in the bodies of humans or animals, and it plays a key role in the formation
of our immune systems. The HIGIÉN+99 formula produced by Ecowian has 200 times bigger
disinfecting power than the active chlorine containing basic solutions, and it can be used
efficiently for disinfecting various surfaces, individuals, animals and water.
An introduction to how the gate works:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MY4bASXfGY&feature=youtu.be
More information:
Kitti Holler – managing director
e-mail: kitti.holler@safegate.eu
mobil: +36 30 468 5824

Premium care for properties
Allin Property Services is preparing for the 4-day Business Days conference
with UV-C filter air sterilisation

The emergency situation caused by the Covid-19 pandemic put local disinfection methods in
the spotlight (handrails, door handles and objects need to be disinfected regularly), but in
the case of Covid-19 there is evidence that the virus is airborne transmitted. It isn’t only
large-size drops produced by coughing or sneezing that carry the pathogens, but also the
very small particles contained in exhaled air.
Allin Property Services Kft., a special sales partner of Airvent offers a simple and effective
solution to killing airborne viruses with the recently developed UV-C FiltAir air steriliser unit.
In the first phase of operation the device performs mechanical cleaning: a filter separates
the majority of solid contaminants in the air, and in the second phase strong UV-C radiation
kills the pathogens that have passed through the filter. The device looks like a tall and
narrow closed cabinet, which draws the air of the room inside at approximately ankle height,
and then this air goes through the filter and is exposed to UV-C radiation before the
sterilised air enters back into the room.
The mechanism is based on ultraviolet radiation: UV-C radiation is within the short
wavelength range of natural light, but its wavelength is longer than that of X-ray radiation –
this electromagnetic radiation falls into the 200-280 nanometre range. This radiation kills
germs: microorganisms exposed to UV-C radiation (viruses, bacteria, fungi spores) are
inactivated in just a few seconds. Laboratory testing has proved the efficiency of the
method.
UV-C FiltAir air steriliser is the perfect solution for smaller rooms visited by many people in a
relatively short period of time.
More information: http://fertotlenites.allinproperty.hu/
https://www.airvent.hu/uploads/files/doc/brosurak/UV-C%20FiltAir%20katalogus%20HU.pdf
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Bacoban steps on the stage at the Business Days conference
Bacoban is a nanotechnology surface disinfectant that is made using the most complex
protective formula available in the market right now. Bacoban offers protection from nearly
100 pathogens and viruses, and it can provide efficient protection against the coronavirus as
well.
When using the vaporizer, none of the objects or pieces of furniture in the room need to be
covered or removed, and it only takes 1 hour to give the room 10-day protection. The
disinfection can be performed any time, so production isn’t interrupted and the process
does no harm to the equipment – metal, wood, plastic and textile surfaces remain intact.
Bacoban leaves no stain and soaks nothing, as the cloud created by the vaporizer establishes
a nano-coating. The product can be in direct contact with food, as it isn’t hazardous for the
health of humans or animals. It doesn’t have any irritating effect, it is skin- and bodyfriendly, doesn’t smell and contains neither alcohol nor formaldehyde.
Although we are talking about a professional product, it also works in homes very well, but
consumers need to learn how to use it.
Video demonstration:
https://takepszolg.hu/fertotlenito-termekeinkrol/
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